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Define the followings :

i. eigenvalue;

ii. characteristic polynomial of a square matrix;

iii. algebraic multiplicity.

Let ,4 be a non singular matrix in R'"'. Show that the characterisiic

polynomialofAris

, .-, 11 - (, i)l *, /l\, (/ + o).
detA ^" \ r/'

Deduce that i! auaz, .,,ao a.re the eigenvalues of,4 with algebraic mul-
111

ities 1 then
A1 d2 An

tiplicities 1.

Prove that eigeavecto$ that corresponding to distinct eigenvalues o{

a linear tra,nsformation ? : 1/ -l V are linearly independent, where

Y i6 a vector space.

Fiad all eigenvalues and a basis of each eigenspace of an operator

?: lRi ---+ R3 deflned by ?(z,g,z) : (2r+a,a-2,2u+42\ where

,,1/, z e lK.



2, (a) Define the following terms for a square matrix;

i. minimum polynomial:

ii. irreducible polynomial.

(b) Prove the followings:

i. The charactc stic polynomial ol a\ n x n matrix,4 divides the nrh

power of its minimurn polynomial.

ii. The chara.teristic polynomial and the minimum polynomial of an

n x n matrix ,4. have the same irreducible factors.

/a o\(c) Let M = | | be a block diagonal matrix, where ,4 and E are
\0 8/

square matrices. Show that, the midmum polyoomial m(r) of M is the
least common multipie of th€ minimum polynornials 9(t) and [(t) of. /
and B xespectively.

Hence find the minimtm polynomial of M given by
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3. (a) Find an orthogonal transformation which reduces the followirg quadratic
form to a diagonal form,

\xl +6rtr+ 7r! 411t21 4r,4.

(b) Simultaneously diago[alize the following pair of quadratic forms

r? + 2r,22 + 8.t2h + I2x y:t 2 I J.2x1ca

3r.? + 2,x3 + br\ - 2tfit l2tzst.



4. Define the term "inner product space".

(a) Prove ihat for any vectors r,g in an inner prcduct space

l( ,,y ) Sl 'll lsll.
(b) Define the odhogonal complement, Sa of a subset S in atr imer product

spacP Y.

i. Prove that in an inner product space the non-zero mutually orthog-

onal set of r€cto$ are linearly i[dep€ndent.

Prove that ,9 ! S[ aqd that Su : 5, when V has finite dimgnsion.

I state any rcsult you may use ]

(c) State Gram-Schmidt process and use it to find the orthonormal basis of

the subspace l4l of CB spanned by y1 = (i,i,0) andV2=(.,2,7-i).


